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Abstract
Starting from the experimental data contained in the inorganic crystal structure database, we use a
statistical analysis to determine the likelihood that a chemical elementA can be replaced by anotherB
in a given structure. This information can be used to construct amatrixwhere each entry ( )A B, is a
measure of this likelihood. By ordering the rows and columns of thismatrix in order to reduce its
bandwidth, we construct a one-dimension ordering of the chemical elements, analogous to the
famous Pettifor scale. The new scale shows large similarities with the one of Pettifor, but also striking
differences, especially inwhat comes to the ordering of the non-metals.

1. Introduction

The organization of the chemical elements in a ‘table’has fascinated andmotivated scientists for the best part of
two centuries. The traditional representation of the periodic table has a two-dimensional structure, with
elements arranged in periods and groups. This arrangement not only puts into evidence the chemical similarity
between atoms, but also reflects the basic quantum-mechanical character that rules atomic physics. Since the
seminal works of LotharMeyer andDimitriMendeleev, hundreds of such two- (or even higher-) dimensional
representations have been put forward, featuring spirals, circles, cubes, etc.Moreover, one can arrange the
elements according to their atomic properties, or choose to put in evidence othermolecular or solid-state
properties.

It is true that the best description of the relationship between the chemical elements requires two (ormore)
dimensions.However, inmany practical cases, one requires amuch simpler, one-dimensional orderingwhere
elements that are chemically similar occupy neighboring positions. In this paperwe are concernedwith one such
ordering, already studied by Pettifor 30 years ago [1], and that is used extensively in themodern fields of
acceleratedmaterials design and high-throughput calculations(see, e.g., [2–5]).

Pettiforʼs original interest was in the structural stability of binaryAB compounds [1]. Binary compounds
crystallize in 34 different structure types. If we assign a different symbol to each structure type and plot it for each
A andBwe obtain a so-called structuremap [6]. The problem that Pettifor tried to solvedwas how to order the
chemical elements in order to achieve the best structural separationwithin such two-dimensional plot. There
had been several previous attempts to achieve such separation using properties like the core radius, the
electronegativity, the number of valence electrons, etc. Unfortunately these approaches not only led to high-
dimensional structuremaps (difficult to plot and visualize), but also to a rather disappointing structural
separation. Pettiforʼs solutionwas rather elegant, but also quite radical. He neglected all theoretical
considerations and constructed a fully phenomenological one-dimensional ordering of the elements that
provided a near-perfect structural separation of theAB binaries. Further work showed that this was also true for
other binary A Bx y systems [7].
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Pettifor had at his disposal 574 binaryAB compounds plus a few hundred other binaries phases. Todaywe
have available the experimental crystal structures for at least two orders ofmagnitudemore compounds. This
information can be found in several databases such as the inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD) database
[8], or the crystallography open database [9]. In this paper we show that we can use Pettiforʼs idea that chemical
similaritymanifests itself in the formation of similar structures and use thewealth of new information to
improve its original scale.

Wewill assume that the structural information in ICSD is statistically significant, andwemeasure howoften
the substitution of an constituent element in a knownmaterial leads to another knownmaterial with the same
structure type. For example, the non-superconductor AlB2 is related to the superconductorMgB2 by such a
substitution, accompanied by a slight adjustment of the interlayer distance. Thismeasure, properly normalized,
can be seen as giving a quantitative value for the probability that an element can be replaced by another, and
therefore of the ‘chemical similarity’ between the two elements.

Having obtained ameasure of chemical similarity we can construct a Pettifor-like scale by asking that similar
chemical elements occupy neighboring positions in such a scale. This task is performed by borrowing some
numerical tools from the field of optimization of sparse linear equations. One should stress that, as for the
original periodic table, a ‘chemical similarity’ scale is not only a convenient tool for plotting quantities. In fact,
structuremaps using this scale can reveal, at a fast glance, trends and outliers allowing for an intuitive
understanding of the data. They can also form the basis for simple extrapolations of data, and even for predicting
newmaterials, in line, e.g., with the heuristic rules of Pauling [10] (relation between ionic radii and structure in
ionic crystals) or ofHume-Rothery [11] (relation between valence electrons per atom and the crystal structure).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2we construct a function thatmeasures the similarity
between two chemical elements. Then, in section 3we showhow tomathematically define and construct a
modified Pettifor scale, that is then obtained in section 4. Finally, we present our conclusions and a brief outlook
in section 5.

2. Chemical element substitutions

The questionwewill try to answer in this section is how tomeasure the degree of chemical similarity between a
pair of elements ( )A B, . Ourworking hypothesis is that the chemical elementsA andB are similar if whenmixed
with other elements of the periodic table they crystallize in the same structure prototype. For example, the
elements Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, etc crystallize in the rocksalt structure when combinedwithCl, and are therefore, by
our definition, similar. Of course, if two chemical elements crystallize in the same structure they have to be, in a
certain sense, related chemically.

We have to start the discussion by our definition of a structure prototype. Each such prototype is defined by a
space group and by the set of occupiedWyckoff positions. All other information concerning, e.g., the lattice
constants or the chemical elements occupying theWyckoff positions, is discarded. Twomaterials I and J are
substitution partners (SP), i.e. they are related by element substitution, if (i)they share a structure prototype and
(ii)they differ only by the substitution of one chemical elementA byB.We only consider substitutions involving
a single pair of chemical elements. Furthermore, elemental solids are only considered regarding partial
substitutions, i.e. the structure prototype is required to havemore than one occupiedWyckoff position and the
substitution only occurs in one of the sublattices.

We analyzed thewhole ICSD [8], excluding the database entries for whichwe have only incomplete
information, alloys (materials withWyckoff positions randomly occupied bymore than one element or only
fractionally occupied), and duplicated entries. ICSD is the largest available database for completely identified
inorganic crystal structures, containing about 173000 entries. SPswere detected in 20500materials,
corresponding to 44% of the usable set, which demonstrates that such relation between differentmaterials is a
rather commonphenomenon. The vastmajority ofmaterials are found to have only few SP; less then 100
examples are found for any SP count above 30.Moreover only a hand full ofmaterials are related to 45 andmore
materials by single-element substitutions. These are the family of binary selenides and tellurides in the rocksalt
structure.

We define d = 1AB
IJ if the twomaterials I and J are SP for the replacement of A by B and 0 otherwise.

Furthermore, we define d = 1A
I ifmaterial I is a partner with any othermaterial by substituting elementA. The

basic data for the further steps of our analysis is simply the number of non-duplicate SPmaterials related by
substitution of elementA byB:

≔ ( )å d
¹

S , 1AB
I J I

AB
IJ

,

where I and J run over all non-duplicatematerials. By construction, this quantity is symmetric =S SAB BA. For a
fixed elementA, the quantity SAB reveals, at a quick glance, which substitutionsB are available forA. It can also
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be used to bias the search for newmaterials using computational high-throughput techniques. Due to their
general usefulness, we include as Supplemental Information plots of SAB in the formof periodic tables for each
chemical elementA.

In order to establish a general picture of the element substitution properties within ICSD,we computed the
number ofmaterials having any SPmaterials by substitution of elementA

≔ ( )ådS 2A
I

A
I

figure 1 displays SA, togetherwith the element replaceability that we define as the ratio

≔ ( )R
S

N
3A

A

A

withNA the total number ofmaterials containingA. If we assumed that ICSD contains all possiblematerials, this
ratio could be interpreted as a probability to reach a new, stable crystal structure by the substitution of elementA;
however, as ICSD is restricted to thematerials that have been published and included in the database, the
numbers should be interpreted as trends.

The highest replaceabilities are found for the lanthanides and actinides, with ratios above 60% formost
elements; substitutions aremost frequently observed among elements in the same series, in agreementwith the
chemical similarity [12, 13] observed in these series. On the other hand, the lowest ratios are observed for
hydrogen and the first-row p elements. This finding is in agreement with the so-called ‘first-row anomaly’ [14],
that states that properties of elements in this row are significantly different fromproperties of other elements in
the same group. This is true not only for the atomic radii, electronegativity, etc but also for the bonding behavior
[15] of the elements. Among the remainingmain group elements, SP rates lie between 10% and 38%, while for d
transitionmetals lie between 16% and 67%.

In the limit of a sufficiently large and uniformly sampled set ofmaterials, the relative element-pair
substitution rate can serve as an approximation for the corresponding (conditional) probability of replacing an
atomA byBwhile conserving the crystal structure:

( )
å

=

¢ ¢
P

S

S
. 4A B

AB

B AB

However the ICSDdoes not fulfill the required criteria: chemical elements occur at rather different frequencies,
certain structure types and compositions have receivedmore attention than others, and the total number of
materials is far from the required limit; summarizing, the data is noisy and biased. For this reason for the scope of
our investigation it is better toworkwith a symmetrized version of equation (4) that partially compensates for
the database limited statistics:

( )( ) ( )=
å å¢ ¢ ¢ ¢

P
S

S S
. 5AB

AB

A A B B AB

2

In additionwe use a noise reduction scheme by a applying a threshold on SAB (equation (1)). As always in such
cases, the choice of threshold presents a tradeoff between noise reduction and loss of information.

Figure 1.Periodic table reporting for each elementA its (percentual) replacibilityRA (defined in equation (3)), its substitution count
SA (equation (2)) andNA the total number ofmaterials containing elementA. The colorscale highlights the repleacibility.
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Cross-validation considering a set of test elements suggests the conservative choice of 3 elements counts, i.e. any
pair detected only once or twice is classified as noise and removed from the set; this process shrinks the original
set of pairs by 32%. Due to its nature as a product of probabilities,  P0 1AB , where the upper bound is
reached in caseA andB substitute each other exclusively.

3. Amathematical definition of the (modified)pettifor scale

Let us remember that Pettifor constructed his scale by trying to separate the different crystal structures of binary
compounds AB in a binary diagram [1]. Besides the knowledge of the crystal structures of AB compounds, his
main tools were his formidable chemical intuition and trial and error. In ourworkwe give a step beyond, and use
the statistical analysis of section 2 to perform the task of creating a chemical scale. This has the advantage of being
completely unbiasedwith respect to possible (human) prejudices, and of assuring the optimal (or at least a very
good) ordering based on the totality of the available data.

Having obtained thematrix describing the probability of a successful substitution of an elementA by an
elementB, we can nowproceed to the construction of a newPettiformap. The idea is very simple: If two
chemical elements are similar, then it is probable that one can substitute one by another in a given crystal
structure. This will lead to a large entry in thematrix element ( )A B, . If we can order the chemical elements such
that the largematrix elements are close to the diagonal, this implies that similar elements will occupy
neighboring positions in the chemical scale.

The left panel offigure 2 shows thematrix PAB using as ordering of the chemical elements the atomic
number. Thefirst striking evidence is that thematrix has a very geometrical structure and it contains very large
entries far away from the diagonal. In fact, this is due to the two-dimensional nature of theMendeleev periodic
table [16], and the large off-diagonal entries that form lines that run through thematrix simply reflect the large
similarity between elements in the same group. There are also some empty rows and columns, due to chemical
elements for which there is no structural information in ICSD. This is true formost noble gases that do not
usually form any stable compounds in normal conditions (He,Ne, Ar), and for the radioactive Rn, Fr, At and
some of the actinides (Es, Fm,Md, andNo). The large brown square is due to the lanthanides that are well-know
to be quite similar chemically and to a large degree interchangeable inmany crystal structures.

Clearly, using the Pettifor scale (see table 1) to order the chemical elements yields amatrix that is in amuch
more diagonal form (see right panel offigure 2). Now, not only the lanthanides form a clear structure, but several
other groups are also clearly visible across thefigure. It turns out that the Pettifor scale is already a very good
solution to our ordering problem (wewill show actual quantitative evidence below).

Finding a numerical framework tomake thematrixmore diagonal is very simple as soon as we recognize that
our problem is similar to the reduction of the bandwidth of a sparsematrix. As this plays a very important role in
the solution of large linear systems, it has been studied intensively since the original Cuthill-McKee algorithm in
1969 [17]. This problem is also related to the famous traveling salesman problem. In fact, the traveling salesman
has tofind a path through a certain number of cities (i.e., an ordering of the cities) thatminimizes the total travel

Figure 2.The probabilitymatrixPAB using the atomic number (left) and the Pettifor scale (right) to order the chemical elements. The
color range goes fromwhite (zero entry) to black (entry>= 0.3). Themaximumentry is»0.62 for the pair Br–Cl.
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Table 1.The different chemical scales:Z is the atomic number;P is the Pettifor scale;GA is the scale stemming from the genetic algorithms;Pm is themodified Pettifor scale proposed in this work.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Z H He Li Be B C N O F Ne Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe

P He Ne Ar Kr Xe Rn Fr Cs Rb K Na Li Ra Ba Sr Ca Yb Eu Y Sc Lu Tm Er Ho Dy Tb

GA He Ne Ar At Rn Fr Es Fm Md No Lr Kr Xe Pm Cs Rb K Na Li Ra Ba Sr Ca Eu Yb Lu

Pm He Ne Ar Kr Xe Rn Fr Cs Rb K Na Li Ra Ba Sr Ca Eu Yb Lu Tm Y Er Ho Dy Tb Gd

n 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52

Z Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te

P Gd Sm Pm Nd Pr Ce La Lr No Md Fm Es Cf Bk Cm Am Pu Np U Pa Th Ac Zr Hf Ti Nb

GA Tm Y Er Ho Dy Tb Gd Sm Nd Pr Ce La Ac Am Cm Bk Cf Pu Np U Th Pa Sc Zr Hf Ti

Pm Sm Pm Nd Pr Ce La Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr Sc Zr Hf Ti Ta

n 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78

Z I Xe Cs Ba La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt

P Ta V Mo W Cr Tc Re Mn Fe Os Ru Co Ir Rh Ni Pt Pd Au Ag Cu Mg Hg Cd Zn Be Tl

GA Nb Ta V Cr Mo W Re Tc Os Ru Ir Rh Pt Pd Au Ag Cu Ni Co Fe Mn Mg Zn Cd Hg Be

Pm Nb V Cr Mo W Re Tc Os Ru Ir Rh Pt Pd Au Ag Cu Ni Co Fe Mn Mg Zn Cd Hg Be Al

n 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103

Z Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn Fr Ra Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr

P In Al Ga Pb Sn Ge Si B Bi Sb As P Po Te Se S C At I Br Cl N O F H

GA Al Ga In Tl Pb Sn Ge Si B C N P As Sb Bi Po Te Se S O I Br Cl F H

Pm Ga In Tl Pb Sn Ge Si B C N P As Sb Bi Po Te Se S O At I Br Cl F H
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distance.We have tofind a path through the chemical element space thatmaximizes the diagonal character of
thematrix.

The traveling salesman problem is a hard problem (NP-complete), and the time tofind the optimal solution
grows exponentially with the number of cities. However,many strategies have appeared over the years to obtain
good solutions.We decided to use genetic algorithms,mainly due to their simplicity. Thefirst step in using
genetic algorithms is defining the objective function to be optimized. Following several numerical experiments
we selected the following function:

∣ ∣
( ) å= -

-¹

P

i i
, 6

A B A

AB

A B,

where PAB is defined by equation (5), iA is the position of elementA in the ordering, and the sum runs through all
pairs such that ¹A B. This choice gives increasedweight for entries close to the diagonal, while not penalizing
toomuch small entries far from the diagonal. Obviously, the function  has to beminimized.

The second step is to define a gene.We take simply a list of 103 entries with the natural numbers from1 to
103, indicating the order inwhich the chemical elements should be arranged. For the crossover operator wefirst
select randomly a segment of one of the parents that is passed to the same position to the child, and then fill the
voids using the gene of the second parent by removing the entries already contained in the child gene.We tried as
mutation operations: (i)swapping two random elements in the gene or (ii)moving an element fromone
randomposition in the gene to another.We found that the second choice was greatly superior in our
simulations. Themutation ratewas set to 20%.Wenote that, as ourmatrix has a relatively low dimensionality,
we did not have to usemore sophisticated and efficient genetic algorithms such as the ones from [18].

To solve the problemof the elements for which no information exists in ICSDwemoved them all to the
beginning of our gene. Furthermore, and in order to have an easier comparisonwith the Pettifor scale we
decided tofix the two end-points of our scale to beKr (thefirst rare-gas for whichwe have data) andH (number
103 in the Pettifor scale).We checked that this arbitrary choice does not have a significant impact in the value of
theminimumobjective function.

4. Results

We run a series of simulations using a pool of 200 genes in our population that were evolved for around 500
generations.We used as starting points randomgenes, the Pettifor scale, and the ordering by atomic number.
Our best result is shown in the left panel offigure 3 and in table 1.

We can use the numerical value of equation (6) in order to have a quantitative assessment of the quality of
our chemical scale. A randomordering of the chemical elements leads to a value of  typically between−3 and
−4. Using the atomic number to order thematrix (see left panel offigure 2), i.e. taking into account the similarity
of elements along a period of the periodic table, improves this value to  = -7.68. Using the Pettifor scale
(right panel offigure 2) yields  = -15.47. Aswe can see this an excellent improvement. This value decreases

Figure 3.The probabilitymatrixPAB using our chemical scale optimizedwith genetic algorithms (left) and our proposedmodified
Pettifor scale (right) to order the chemical elements.
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further to  = -15.62 by eliminating the elements for which there are no entries in ICSD. Finally, the optimal
ordering coming out of our genetic algorithms (see figure 3) yields  = -16.91.

Not only our approach led to a better quantitative results, but we can clearly see a qualitative improvement of
thematrix. Now, in the upper right corner offigure 3we can clearly identify two blocks (darker squares) that
represent subgroups of chemical elements that aremuch similar between themselves than to any other element
of the periodic table (we stress that this structure was absent fromPettiforʼs original scale). Thefirst of these
blocks includes the elementsH, F, Cl, Br, I. It is interesting to notice thatH appears togetherwith the halogens,
which is justified by the fact thatmost of theH substitutions present in ICSD arewith F. This supports the
argument thatH, F, andCl form a triad, and that should therefore be placed in the same group of the periodic
table [19].

Then comes another group containingO, S, Se, Te, Po, Bi, Sb, As, P andN,with a clear subgroup formed by
the chalcogens. The next group contains only C andB,which are known to be somewhat special elements of the
periodic table. Then there is a group of 9 elements containing Be and the remainingmembers of the boron group
(Al, Ga, In, andTl) and of the carbon group (Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb).We note that this group is considerably less well-
defined than the previous ones, with several possible substitutions outside itself. The next group is constituted by
transitionmetals (plusMg), followed by the actinides and then by the lanthanides. The end of the table is quite
well defined and it is essentially unchanged from the original Pettifor scale. It includes the rest of the alkali Earth
metals (Ca, Sr, Ba, andRa), then the alkalimetals (Li, Na, K, Rb, andCs), and the noble gases (Kr andXe). The
radioactive rare-Earth Pmappears in between the alkalimetals and the noble gases, which is strange chemically,
but can be understood due to the very small number of entries in ICSD containing this element, leading to very
poor statistics. Finally we find all elements for which there is no entry in ICSD, namelyHe,Ne, Ar, At, Rn, Fr, Es,
Fm,Md,No, and Lr.

Ourmodified Pettifor scale followsmostly the order of the groups of the periodic table, but there are several
cases where it follows the period, or even a diagonal. Note that a relationship is well-known to exist between
certain pairs of diagonally adjacent elements, as trendsmoving down the periodic table are usually the exact
opposite of the trendmoving across. From the significant diagonal relationships known to exist (Li/Mg, Be/Al,
and B/Si), only Li/Mg is not present in our scale.

We have one last task left in order to have a complete chemical scale similar to the one of Pettifor: to
reorganize the elements for which there is little or no data in ICSD.We performed the following operations:
(i)we restored the normal ordering of the noble gases (He,Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn); (ii)we inserted At next to I;
(iii)wemoved Pm to betweenNd and Sm; (iii)as the statistics for the actinides is very limited, we restored their
normal (atomic number) ordering; (iv)Nb andTa turn out to be basically interchangeable without changing
significantly the value of the objective function. Therefore, we decided to swap their positions to restore the
normal group ordering. The resulting scale has  = -16.70.

Our finalmodified Pettifor scale (Pm) is given in given in table 1 and the correspondingmatrix is shown in
the right panel offigure 3. In spite of the fact that we use a far larger and chemicallymore diverse statistical set,
the overall structure of the scale is quite similar to the original Pettifor scale, supporting the universality of the
chemical similarity concept. However, there are a few significant differences between our scale and the original
one of Pettifor that can be understood by looking at the substitutional tables given in the SupplementalMaterial.
Let us discuss a few striking examples.

Let us start with Sc. In the original Pettifor table it is between Y and Lu.However, from the table we see that
Sc is actually chemically closer to Zr than to Y or Lu (a diagonal similarity apparently overlooked up to now). On
the other side, Lu is actually a better choice, however, our algorithm chooses to include it among the other
lanthanides and actinides, which is also a very reasonable choice (again by looking at the substitution tables). The
new choice of Lr as the other neighbor of Sc certainly does not seemoptimal, but it is a compromise to keep the
chemical consistency of the lanthanides and actinides.

The sequence containingMn and Fe in the old Pettifor table was Re-Mn-Fe-Os. From the substitutional
tables it is clear thatMn and Fe have to be neighbors, however the connection to Re andOs ismuchweaker.Our
algorithmpreferred to keep the logical sequence ofmagneticmetalsNi-Co-Fe-Mn. This ‘local’ organization
required a ‘global’movement of theMn and Fe to a different place in the scale.

Finally, N, and to some extent the other non-metals. In the original table, Nwas betweenO andCl. The
connectionwithO is acceptable, butwe basically did notfind any systemwhereN could be replaced byCl. In the
newordering, all the halogens are grouped together (whichmakes a lot of chemical sense), whileN is in the
sequence B-C-N-P, which is themost logical sequence in view of the substitutional tables. Again, such local
reorganizations required global, largemovements of elements across the scale.
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5. Conclusion and outlook

In conclusion, we performed a statistical study of the possible substitutions of a chemical elementA by anotherB
in all known crystal structures. This was possible by using a datamining approach performed on the inorganic
crystal structure database.With these datawe constructed a function PAB that quantifies the chemical similarity
between the elementsA andB.We showed that the structure of the periodic table of elements can be
reconstructed from a visual inspection ofPAB, in a similarmanner as inMendeleevʼs original work (solely based
on statistics, and before the discovery of quantummechanics).

Having access to ameasure of chemical similarity, wewere able to propose amathematical construction for a
one-dimensional chemical scale, analogous to the famous Pettifor scale, where similar elements are found in
neighboring positions. This waywe have obtained a new scale that, while showing a overall structure similar to
the original Pettifor scale, corrects it in several aspects and,most importantly, encompasses all available
information on the crystal structure ofmaterials, and not only on binary phases.

We believe that our proposed ‘modified Pettifor scale’ can be of use not only for the representation of
structuremaps, but also as a tool for both theorists and experimentalists to study possible chemical substitutions
in the quest for newmaterials with tailored properties.
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